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Extension of the bifuration method fordi�usion oeÆients to porous mediumtransport
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Abstrat
We present an extension of Bartlett's bifuration method (Bartlett et al. (1968)) forthe approximate omputation of multiomponent di�usion oeÆients in a gaseousmixture to di�usion in porous media. On behalf of the remark that the bifurationoeÆients Fi are merely proportional to the square root of the molar masses Mi,we state that Knudsen di�usion may also be represented through some bifurationfator FK . This approximation is tested in a variety of ases, displaying good resultsexept for very light gas speies.
Extension de la m�ethode de bifuration pour les oeÆ-ients de di�usion au transport en milieu poreux
R�esum�e|Nous pr�esentons une extension de la m�ethode de bifuration de Bartlettet al. (1968) pour le alul approh�e des oeÆients de di�usion multiomposants
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dans un m�elange gazeux �a la di�usion en milieu poreux. Partant de la onstatationque les oeÆients de bifuration Fi sont approximativement proportionnels �a laraine arr�ee des masses molaires Mi, il est pos�e que la di�usion de Knudsen peutaussi être repr�esent�ee par un fateur de bifuration FK . Cette approximation esttest�ee pour di��erents as, et montre de bons r�esultats sauf pour des esp�ees tr�esl�eg�eres.Mots-l�es: Di�usion multiomposants; Milieux poreux; M�ethode d'approximation
Key words: Multiomponent di�usion; Porous Media; Approximation method
Version fran�aise abr�eg�eePour le traitement de la di�usion gazeuse multiomposants, qui requiert uneinversion des relations de Stefan-Maxwell (�eq. 1), Bartlett et al. (1968) ontpropos�e une m�ethode dite \de bifuration", bas�ee sur la onstatation quehaque oeÆient de di�usion binaire pouvait être r�e�erit suivant l'�equation(4). Cei est justi��e en fait par la orr�elation assez �etroite entre les fateurs debifuration Fi et l'inverse de la raine arr�ee des masses molaires M�1=2i . Uneexpression expliite pour les ux massiques est alors obtenue en fontion desgradients (�eqs. 5,6). Les oeÆients de bifuration doivent être pr�e-alul�espar une m�ethode de minimisation d'erreur, omme le simplexe.Nous proposons d'�etendre ette pro�edure aux �equations de gaz poussi�ereuxde Mason et Malinauskas (1983) (eqs. 10), qui ontiennent en partiulier laontribution suppl�ementaire de la di�usion de Knudsen (�eq. 12). Comme elle-i fait aussi intervenir une proportionnalit�e �a M�1=2i , il est don possible de
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garder les mêmes Fi pour les gaz et d'introduire un fateur FK pour le milieuporeux (�eq. 13). Des relations expliites sont alors obtenues pour les ux mas-siques di�usifs des gaz (�eqs. 21,22), et en prenant orretement en ompte lesd�ependanes di��erentes des di�usions binaire et de Knudsen �a la temp�eratureet �a la pression, on doit orriger FK suivant l'expression (24).La m�ethode originalement propos�ee pr�esente une pr�eision de l'ordre de quelquespour-ents, sauf pour des esp�ees tr�es l�eg�eres ou tr�es lourdes. C'est �egalementle as de l'extension propos�ee ii.

1 Introdution
In many modeling problems involving gas mixtures (distillation, ombustion,atalysis, et . . . ), an important question is how to treat multiomponentdi�usion. Coneptual diÆulties have been overome sine a long time, butnumerial issues are still of atuality, beause ahieving simultaneously a-uray, onvergene and omputational rapidity is not a simple task. In thisontext, the bifuration method appeared as a fairly good ompromise. Onthe other hand, a popular treatment of di�usive uxes in porous media, fea-turing Knudsen di�usion (also alled e�usion), is the Dusty-Gas Model, whihrequires as muh omputational e�ort as for the determination of free-mediumdi�usive uxes. We address here an extension of the bifuration priniple togases in porous media. In a �rst part, the priniple of the bifuration method
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will be realled, as well as some results on its auray ; then, the extensionto the Dusty-Gas Model frame will be presented and tested.
2 The Bifuration Method
Let us �rst reall briey the ontext of Bartlett's approximation.
2.1 Multiomponent di�usion relations
Molar di�usive uxes Ji are related to the respetive fores rPi=RT throughMaxwell-Stefan relations :

�rPiRT = nXj 6=i xjJi � xiJjDij (1)
In a mass balane equation, the divergene of the uxes are needed : thismeans that eq. (1) has to be solved for the uxes. This system also presentsalso a singularity beause (i) all mass uxes have to sum up to zero and (ii)all gradients have to sum up to rPtot=RT , whih is determined elsewhere.Removing these singularities and solving for the uxes may lead to heavyomputations, so a diret, expliit formula would be of great pratial interestin the ase of large systems e:g: ombustion or pyrolysis problems (Giovangigli(1996)).From Chapman and Enskog's theory of gases (Reid et al. (1987), Bird et al.
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(1960)), the pair di�usion oeÆients Dij read :
Dij = 316 p4�RT�qMij�2ij
Dij (2)

where Mij is the redued mass of the pair (i; j) :
Mij = 12 MiMjMi +Mj (3)

2.2 Priniple of the bifuration method
The priniple of the bifuration method is to state that eah multiomponentdi�usion oeÆient may be expressed as :

Dij = DrefFiFj (4)
where Dref is some referene di�usion oeÆient and Fi a bifuration fatorproper to eah speies i. If n speies are present, then only n fators Fi areto be determined instead of n (n� 1) =2 oeÆients Dij. In addition to this,a diret, expliit expression for the di�usive mass uxes as a funtion of thegradients is obtained :

ji = MiJi = � nXj=1DijrPj (5)
5



where the multiomponent di�usion oeÆients read :8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

Dij = �!i MjRTFj DrefnXl=1 xlFl si i 6= j
Dii = (1� !i) MiRTFi DrefnXl=1 xlFl si i = j (6)

The reader is referred to the original referene (Bartlett et al. (1968)) forthe detailed derivation of the latter expressions. Using this relation speeds upstrongly the resolution of mass transport problems, while keeping the mainphysial onstraint that the sum of the mass uxes is zero.Comparing (4) to the theoretial expression (2), one sees that this approxi-mation will be valid as soon as :qMi +Mj�2ij
Dij = st = G (7)
The quantity G in this relation has been omputed for a set of 69 gas speies,that is, for 2346 speies pairs. Fig. 1 is an histogram of G, showing thatthis quantity possesses a modest standard deviation. The most importantdeviations were observed for very heavy, poorly volatile speies suh as HgI2.In order to determine the Fi oeÆient set, the simplex method is used. It ishosen to minimize the following error funtion :

E = nXi=1 nXj=i+1 (FiFjDij �Dref )2 (8)
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It has been heked that the results obtained in the ase of a 3-speies set areexatly equal to the analytial predition, sine in this ase the approximationis indeed exat.Bartlett et al. (1968) report from their tests a mean error of 5% on the mul-tiomponent di�usion oeÆients. We also performed a test on a set of 14hydroarbons plus moleular hydrogen. The mean error is 2.03%. The maxi-mal deviation is 25.75% for the H2�CH4 pair. This was to be expeted sinethey are the lightest speies present in the system : their G fator is well be-low the mean G fator of all speies pairs. For the 69-speies system used tohek validity of relation (7), the mean error was 3.44%, showing reasonableusefulness of the approximation sheme to large systems.
2.3 Inuene of temperature
As the binary di�usion oeÆients vary with temperature in a moderate butompliated way (from T 3=2 to T 2), one should a priori take into aount athermal variation of the Fi fators. Fig. 2 shows that when T inreases, theFi onerning the lightest speies tend to inrease while the heaviest speiesfators tend to derease. However, one noties that the overall thermal varia-tion in a broad temperature range (300-1500K) for the Fi is small omparedto the initial errors due to the method. Aordingly, one may safely onsiderthat these fators do not vary independently with temperature, the globaldependene of di�usion on T being inorporated inside Dref .
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2.4 Correlations with molar masses
Bartlett et al. (1968) also has shown from experimental data of Svehla (1962)that the Fi may be estimated from the empirial orrelation :

Fi /Mi0:461 (9)
This fat may be expeted from formulas (2,3), where it is readily seen thatDij is proportional to (MiMj)�1=2 if the G fator in eq. (1) does not varyappreiably. Fig. 4 shows a plot of the Fi omputed in the 69-speies testase versus M�1=2i , in whih diret proportionality appears as a fairly goodapproximation.

3 Appliation to di�usion in porous media
3.1 The Dusty-Gas Model equations
A popular extension of the Stefan-Maxwell relations to porous media is theDusty-Gas Model (Mason and Malinauskas (1983)). Knudsen di�usion is viewedas the di�usion of a speial gas pair, namely a true gas and the solid phasedesribed as a olletion of giant gas moleules (\dust") whih are held �xedwith respet to the laboratory referential. This \dust" plays the role of an
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(n+ 1)th speies. Relations (1) beome then :
nXj 6=iD�1ij;e� �xi ~JDj � xj ~JDi ��D�1iK;e� ~JDi = rPiRT (10)

where the gas pair di�usion oeÆients have been replaed by e�etive quan-tities Dij;e� whih take into aount the inuene of the porous medium :
Dij;e� = ���1b Dij (11)

and where the Knudsen di�usion oeÆients DiK;e� read :
DiK;e� = ���1K DiK = ���1K 13s8kBT�Mi dh (12)

The quantities � , dh, �b, and �K refer respetively to the porosity, mean porediameter, binary di�usion tortuosity, and Knudsen di�usion tortuosity for theonsidered porous medium. All of them may be oordinate-dependent if themedium is non-homogeneous, and the last two are seond-order symmetritensors in the ase of an anisotropi medium (Ofori and Sotirhos (1997)).In eq. 12 we see learly that the proportionality to M�1=2i is preserved for thetrue gas i. Aordingly, the same kind of Fi that is used for multiomponentdi�usion may be used for the approximation of Knudsen di�usion.
9



3.2 Applying the bifuration method
Relation (12) may be rewritten :

DiK = DrefFiFK (13)
where Fi et Dref are the di�usion fators and the referene di�usivity om-puted from the binary(ordinary) di�usion data. FK inorporates a ontributionarising from the solid phase. As a matter of fat, FK should be onsidered asa �eld when it is non-homogeneous.Now diret expliit relations for the uxes may be attained, as in the ase ofstandard multiomponent di�usion. Summing up eqs. (10) on all gas speiesi, one has : nXi=1

0� nXj 6=iD�1ij;eff (xi ~JDj � xj ~JDi )�D�1iK ~JDi 1A = nXi=1 rPiRT (14)
and, after simpli�ation : nXi=1D�1iK ~JDi = �rPRT (15)
This relation is known as Graham's law of e�usion. Introduing the bifura-tion, eqs. (10) and (15) are rewritten :nXj 6=i �b �xi ~JDj � xj ~JDi �FiFj � �K ~JDi FiFK = �DrefrPiRT (16)

nXi=1 ~JDi FiFK = ����1K DrefrPRT (17)
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Then the following null term is introdued in (16) :
�b �xi ~JDi FiFi � xi ~JDi FiFi� (18)

Eq. (16) now reads :
�b0�xiFi nXj=1 ~JDj Fj � ~JDi Fi nXj=1xjFj1A� �K ~JDi FiFK = �DrefrPiRT (19)

Combining this last equation with eq. (17) yields :
��DrefRT �rPi � �b��1K xiFiFK rP� = 0��b nXj=1xjFj + �KFK1A ~JDi Fi (20)

Using mass uxes instead of mole uxes, one obtains �nally a Fikian form :
~jDi = � nXj=1DijrPj (21)

where the porous-medium multiomponent di�usion oeÆients Dij read :8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
Dij = �DrefMiRTFK

0� nXj=1 �bxjFj + �KFK1A�1 �b��1K xi if i 6= j
Dii = �DrefMiRTFiFK

0� nXj=1 �bxjFj + �KFK1A�1 ��b��1K xiFi + FKId� if i = j (22)

3.3 Determination of the Knudsen di�usion fator
The Knudsen di�usion fator FK may be diretly determined from the inver-sion of (13) :

FK = DrefFiDKi (23)
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Whatever the speies i, the result for FK should be the same. This is onlyapproximately the ase, sine the Fi fators are only approximately propor-tional toM1=2i . Fig. 5 is a plot of FK from eq. (23) for the preeding 15-speiesset. It is learly seen from this �gure that the disrepany from the average islarger for the lightest gaseous speies, and mainly for hydrogen. Alternativelyto the hoie of a simple average , the FK fator may be determined by theaforementioned simplex method, altogether with the Fi fators.Knudsen di�usion depends on temperature and pressure in a distint way thanordinary di�usion : the former varies as T 1=2 while the latter varies as T 3=2P�1or more (atually, as T 1:75P�1 aording to Fuller's model for binary di�usionoeÆients (Reid et al. (1987))). A onsequene of this is that if Dref arriesthe usual T 1:75P�1 dependene, then the Knudsen bifuration fator FK hasto be an expliit funtion of temperature and pressure , while the Fi are not :
FK = F 0K � TT 0�1:25  P 0P ! (24)

3.4 Computational auray
The multiomponent di�usion matries obtained through this bifuration methodhave been ompared to the standard Dusty-Gas Model values in the 15-speiestest ase. Very aeptable mean errors are obtained (about 1%), but the max-imal error is important for the lightest speies (up to 30%). This ould beexpeted from the results of the preeding setion ; however, sine one extra
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hypothesis is made with regard to Bartlett's original model, an interesting fatis that the mean error is lower in the porous medium ase.Figs. 7 and 6 are plots of the mean error as a funtion of temperature andpore diameter. Again, it appears that the temperature has only a small e�eton the results. On the other hand, the pore diameter has a stronger inuene: the larger the pores, the larger the mean error, but the smaller the maximalerror. To interpret this fat, reall that the maximal error is due to the light-est gas speies, for whih an a priori evaluation of FK would be substantiallylarger than the average (�g. 5). Hene, this error (due to the extra hypothesis)beomes more and more visible as the pore radius dereases.
4 Conlusion
An extension of the bifuration method presented by Bartlett et al. (1968)to the Dusty-Gas Model (Mason and Malinauskas (1983)) has been presentedand tested. It provides an expliit expression for the di�usive multiomponentuxes in porous media whih retains Graham's law of e�usion as a onstraint.The approximated oeÆients exhibit the same degree of preision than whenno porous medium is present, that is :
� The mean error is of the same order of magnitude, and even somewhatlower.� The most important errors also onern the lightest gas speies ; they are
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a little more important.� Tests performed in the absene of very light gas speies have proved verysatisfatory auray on all speies.
The limits of ombining the bifuration method and the Dusty-Gas Model areonly the independent limits of both models ; so, inside them, it appears asa valuable omputational speed-up for problems dealing with mass transportof large hemial systems in porous media like har ombustion, pyroarbonin�ltration, et . . .
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Fig. 3. Mean error on the di�usion oeÆients vs: temperature. Chemial systemof 5 C- and H-ontaining gaseous speies.
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Fig. 5. Plot of the Knudsen di�usion fator from eq. (23) vs: the square root of themolar mass.
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Fig. 6. Maximal error in % on the multiomponent di�usion matrix with respet tothe largest di�usion oeÆient.

Fig. 7. Mean error in % on the multiomponent di�usion matrix with respet to thelargest di�usion oeÆient.
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